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The Gaco Five
FIVE REASONS TO SELECT GACO PEDESTRIAN DECK POLYURETHANE WATERPROOFING

1

CREATE A DECK OUT
OF YOUR ROOF
Add valuable square footage of usable space to
your home or building with a Gaco Deck.

2

SEAMLESS, FLUID-APPLIED
A Gaco Pedestrian Deck has no seams, gaps,
ridges or overlaps for water to infiltrate and
threaten your living space.

3

POLYURETHANE
TECHNOLOGY
Gaco Western’s polyurethane provides excellent
color stability and superior physical strength.

4

WALNUT SHELL
Made from dried walnut shell, GacoShell
provides superior slip resistance while the

Gaco Pedestrian Deck coating meets the recommended
standards for accessible routes set forth by the Americans
with Disabilities Act.

organic nature of the granule allows for a
superior bond to the coating.

5

CLASS “A” FIRE RATED
A Gaco pedestrian deck system is available to
meet any fire rating required.

Gaco Pedestrian Deck
POLYURETHANE WATERPROOFING

Gaco Pedestrian Deck:
ATTRACTIVE & EFFECTIVE WATERPROOFING THAT TURNS YOUR ROOF INTO A DECK

When the space below is for living, and the space above
is for walking, Gaco Pedestrian Deck is the answer.
Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems protect and beautify deck surfaces, including
balconies, patios, roof decks, plazas and elevated sidewalks. In fact, any surface
that functions as both a floor and a roof will benefit from the strength and
protection of a Gaco Pedestrian Deck system.
Gaco Pedestrian Deck fluid-applied deck surfaces adhere directly to exterior
plywood or concrete decks, providing a seamless, waterproof membrane
formulated to hold up under every climate. Extreme weather, traffic, or heavy
wear — no problem! Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems retain their beauty and
effectiveness year after year.
Often used in mechanical room applications, they become virtual traffic
decks — traffic decks that people walk on. Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems are
formulated to perform under stress year after year while retaining their beauty
and effectiveness.

Easy to care for
Because Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems are fade resistant
and hold up well against attack by air and waterborne
pollutants, a simple cleaning with ordinary soap and water
is usually all that’s needed to restore the surface to a like
new finish. Gaco Pedestrian Deck coatings make it so
easy — they’re even formulated to be dirt resistant!

A safe system
Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems meet various fire
resistance ratings, depending on their specific formulation
and application. They also provide an added measure of
safety with slip resistant granules. These organic granules
are imbedded into the coating as an integral part of the
system and cannot be dislodged under normal use.

The Gaco Pedestrian Deck System

True waterproof protection
Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems are seamless, two-component, polyurethane
membranes that incorporate organic granules for added slip and wear resistance.
The synthetic rubberlike finish of Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems won’t shrink,
crack, chip, peel, lift, or buckle from normal expansion and contraction caused by
temperature shifts or freeze/thaw cycles. When properly applied, Gaco Pedestrian
Deck systems will prevent leaks in your structure.

Adheres completely for seamless waterproofing
Because they bond so thoroughly, Gaco Pedestrian Deck coatings can be applied
over structural or topping concrete, plywood, or metal.
The finished installation is completely seamless with no gaps, overlaps, or ridges
to separate and threaten the integrity of your Gaco Pedestrian Deck protection.

The Gaco Pedestrian Deck system contains several
complementary components. GacoFlex UB-64 provides high
tensile strength, hydrolytic stability and puncture resistance.
GacoFlex U-66, with wear-course granules, adds skid
resistance and tough, complete protection against fading.
The GacoFlex UA-60 top coat option offers our highest
degree of dirt resistance and color stability. Available in a
variety of textures and colors, Gaco Pedestrian Deck systems
also offer great flexibility in design.
By combining a sturdy, yet attractive appearance with
effective waterproofing, the Gaco Pedestrian Deck system
provides watertight protection, reduces maintenance, and
extends property life.

SEAMLESS, FLUID-APPLIED POLYURETHANE WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS
Finish Coat

Optional Finish Coat

MOVING CRACK

Wear Course

Wear Course

Base Coat

Base Coat

Neoprene Sheet
N-1207 Adhesive
Release Tape
NON-MOVING CRACK
2nd Stripe Coat
Reinforcing 66B Tape
1st Stripe Coat

Neoprene Sheet
N-1207 Adhesive
Primer/Sealer
System
GACO PEDESTRIAN DECK SYSTEM OVER CONCRETE
(BROADCAST APPLICATION SHOWN)

SEAMS
Reinforcing
66B Tape With Stripe
Coats Over All Seams
GACO PEDESTRIAN DECK SYSTEM OVER PLYWOOD
(ROLLER OR TROWEL APPLICATION SHOWN)

2nd Stripe Coat
Reinforcing 66B Tape
1st Stripe Coat
CRACKS AND SEAMS

ROOFING

Gaco Western Roof
Systems: Innovative foam
& coatings technology
to waterproof any shape
or substrate
Whether you’re rehabbing an
existing foam roof or coating a new
metal roof, Gaco Western has a
roof system to meet your needs.
Gaco spray foam and coatings
provide seamless insulation and
waterproofing, and are fully
adhered to the substrate. This
eliminates common sources of
leaks and pooling water beneath
roofing material.
Gaco coatings are elastomeric,
meaning they are able to stretch as
the substrate warms and cools
through the day and through the
seasons. Characterized by high
physical properties, GacoFlex
coatings are tough enough to
withstand years of abuse by sun
and weather.
Gaco has also developed roof
systems to meet specific project
requirements. From quick-set spray
applications, to highly reflective
coatings designed to lower your
energy bills, Gaco has the breadth
and depth of applications to get
your project done well and done
on time.

DECKING

I N S U L AT I O N

Gaco Western Auto and
Pedestrian Decking
Systems: Keeping the
tread for tires and toes

Gaco Western Polyurethane
Spray Foam: Insulating
roofs and walls to lower
energy costs

Perhaps your next project is
rehabbing a multi-level parking
garage, or perhaps it’s a new deck
on a single-family home. In either
case, Gaco Western has a decking
system to meet your needs. Gaco
auto and pedestrian deck systems
are characterized by two key
ingredients; tough elastomeric
coatings, and GacoShell texture
granules that won’t scuff out.

Polyurethane spray foam insulation
can be used effectively in both
commercial and residential
settings. Whether you’re retrofitting
an old warehouse roof, or
insulating a new home, Gaco
sprayed polyurethane foam is the
choice for seamless, effective
insulation.

GacoFlex coatings are color-stable,
and are available in a variety of
attractive colors. Gaco coatings are
also elastomeric, meaning they are
able to stretch as the substrate
warms and cools through the day
and through the seasons.
Characterized by high physical
properties, GacoFlex coatings are
tough enough to withstand years of
abuse by sun and weather.
GacoShell texture granules won’t
scuff out of the coating, eliminating
the premature wear often caused
by loose granule grinding into the
coating surface. The GacoShell
texture wears evenly with the
coating, meaning the integrity of the
waterproofing system is never
compromised by granule popping
out of the coating.
Gaco has developed decking
systems to meet specific project
requirements. From quick-set auto
deck applications, to intricate
pedestrian deck designs, Gaco
Western can help you successfully
tackle your next decking challenge.

Commercial Roofing
Applications – Gaco Western
sprayed polyurethane foam can be
used on both new roofs and retrofit
projects. Sprayed foam is versatile,
and can be used on roofs of all
slopes and shapes to create a
seamless insulating system. Foam
roofing must be protected by an
elastomeric coating suitable for
that environment. The insulating
properties of the foam, combined
with highly reflective GacoFlex
roof coating, reduce energy costs
by keeping building interiors
cooler in the summer and warmer
in the winter.
Residential Insulation – Superior
home insulation begins by keeping
outside air out, and inside air in.
The more efficient the “Air Seal,”
the less money you have to spend
on heating and cooling costs. Gaco
Wall Foam is sprayed into wall
cavities, filling the nooks and
crannies that ordinary fiberglass
just can’t reach. Gaco Wall Foam
provides the ultimate in Air Seal
technology, helping to keep your
dollars in your pocketbook in
summer and in winter.
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WAT E R P R O O F I N G

Gaco Western Below
Grade and Between
Slab Waterproofing:
Sometimes you need the
toughest waterproofing
in hidden places
Below grade and between slab
applications have one thing in
common — once the job is
completed, the waterproofing
membrane is hidden from view. In
such applications, it is critical that
the waterproofing membrane be
tough and durable enough to
function without maintenance for
many years.

C OAT I N G S

Other Gaco Western
Systems: Whatever your
next project, Gaco has
you covered
There’s so much that Gaco can do.
GacoFlex elastomeric coatings and
polyurethane foam can mold to
almost any shape or structure,
making challenging projects easier
and solutions more effective.
From chiller tanks to controlled
atmosphere rooms, reservoirs to
mechanical room floors, even
exterior wall coatings — Gaco
Western has you covered.

Tried and tested for over 25 years,
GacoFlex LM-60 liquid
polyurethane coating has proven its
reliability again and again in below
grade and between slab
applications. GacoFlex LM-60 is a
100% solids, zero VOC coating,
meaning there is no smell to
disrupt the work of other trades
during the application process.
GacoFlex LM-60 is formulated for
both vertical and horizontal
applications, and will cling to
vertical surfaces without runoff at
the normal application rate of 4
gallons per 100 square feet. By
creating a watertight barrier for
structures of curving and sloping
shapes, LM-60 provides the
architect, designer or contractor
with a versatility of application that
is limited only by the scope of their
imagination.
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